Press Release
Ubimax Named AWE Auggie Award Winner at Augmented World Expo (AWE) 2017
Ubimax’ Suite Recognized as Best Enterprise Solution at World’s Largest AR & VR Event

Atlanta, June 13th 2017: Ubimax, the leading supplier of Enterprise Wearable Computing solutions
for the frontline worker, has been named AWE Auggie Award 2017 winner. This year’s AWE
Auggie Awards ceremony celebrated companies and products deploying a full spectrum of AR &
VR technologies designed to drive economic growth and shape the future of computing. Awarded
in the category “Best Enterprise Solution”, the Enterprise Wearable Computing Suite dominated
the final judging round at the 8th annual AWE in Santa Clara.
The world’s first fully integrated Enterprise Wearable Computing Suite consists of the four core
solutions “xPick” for intralogistics processes, “xMake” for manufacturing and quality assurance,
“xInspect” for inspection and maintenance procedures as well as “xAssist” for remote assistance.
Specifically developed to support the entire value chain of the frontline worker, companies
deploying the solutions in live environments measure speed and quality improvements of up to
50%. Today, more than 150 global customers do rely on the Ubimax Enterprise Wearable
Computing Suite with many of them in the process of scaling globally.
AWE is the world’s largest and longest running conference and expo dedicated to augmented
reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR). Since 2010, the annual AWE Auggie Awards have promoted
and recognized the industry’s most exciting augmented reality AR & VR technologies, exposing
new companies, talented individuals and innovative experiences to venture capitalists, industry
experts, senior level business practitioners and AR & VR thought leaders.
The 2017 AWE Auggie Awards contest was the most competitive in the event’s history, with more
than 200 award submissions from a wide array of public and private companies of all sizes and
industries, each vying to win an award across 10 different general categories and two best-in-show
categories.
“We are very excited having received the prestigious Auggie Award and I am happy that the team’s
effort to transition from a European based company to a global company is paying off. Receiving
the award for Best Enterprise Solution is a real testament not only to Ubimax but also to our
numerous customers in the U.S. and Europe which have joined us on our journey of becoming the
global market leader for Enterprise Wearable Computing Solutions for the frontline worker,” says
Ubimax CEO Dr. Hendrik Witt.
“This year’s crop of contestants was fierce, with every company submitting ingenious ideas and
experiences worthy of recognition in this evolving industry,” said Ori Inbar, founder and executive
producer of AWE. “AWE’s Auggie Awards gives the AR & VR community the kind of visibility and
validation that can easily turn into the next ‘big thing’ for enterprise, businesses and consumers,
and we thank all of our entrants, judges, sponsors and partners for supporting the 2017 contest.”

2017 Auggie Awards ceremony replay: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8-DQ5VrZBBI&feature=youtu.be&t=15m8s
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About Ubimax
Ubimax is global market leader for Industrial Wearable Computing solutions, creating fully integrated solutions powered by latest wearable computing technologies to improve and simplify the daily
tasks of the frontline workers.
The Ubimax Enterprise Wearable Computing Suite includes “xPick” for intralogistics processes,
“xMake” for manufacturing and quality assurance procedures, “xInspect” to support service and
maintenance technicians and “xAssist” for remote assistance functionality.
As a global company with offices in the U.S., Germany and Mexico, over 10 years of experience
and an extensive track-record in the fields of Wearable Computing, Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality and Sensor Systems, Ubimax today serves more than 150 customers and is a clear forerunner in the market.
www.ubimax.com
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